Ben is looking at some books. Look at the book titles and covers. Write the correct letter in each box. Follow the example.

1. e.g. C
   Story by Lily Lee
   Pictures by John Ng

2. C
   Story by Ken Chan
   Pictures by Tom Wong

3. C
   Story by Ben Au
   Pictures by Jim Brown

4. C
   Story by Mary Poon
   Pictures by Dan Tong
Choose the best answer by blackening the circle.

5 Who wrote ‘My Sister is Tall’?
   ○ A. Lily Lee.
   ○ B. Ken Chan.
   ○ C. Ben Au.

6 Who drew the pictures in ‘Three Thin Pigs’?
   ○ A. John Ng.
   ○ B. Jim Brown.
   ○ C. Dan Tong.
Answer Key

2  A
3  B
4  D
5  B
6  C